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Installing WHMCSInstalling WHMCS
Begin by visiting https://download.whmcs.com/ and downloading the latest stable release
which will be highlighted in green at the top of the page.

Next, unzip the files and then upload to the desired location on your web server.

Now open your browser and navigate to www.yourdomain.com/whmcs/install/ which should
appear as below.
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The installer script will guide you through the rest of the process.

Installer Stuck on Step 4Installer Stuck on Step 4

When the WHMCS Installer becomes stuck on Step 4, this almost always is a result of not
meeting the WHMCS System Requirements. Most commonly, this happens when the PHP
memory_limitmemory_limit value is less that 64MB. Please ensure your PHP is properly configured to support
requirements in the document linked above.
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Disabling MySQL Strict ModeDisabling MySQL Strict Mode
It is important that MySQL Strict Mode is disabled for the proper operation of WHMCS. In this
example we will detail how to properly edit the MySQL Configuration on a cPanel server to
ensure we are using the proper SQL Mode.

Note:Note: In order to make the following changes, you will need full root permissions for the server
you are on. If you do not have full root permissions, you will need to contact your web host or
sysadmin to request this be done.

Using your favorite SSH Client or via the built in Terminal feature of WHM. In this case we will be
using the Terminal Feature found within WHM v72+. If you are using an older version of WHM/
cPanel, the steps are the same via your SSH client.

To get started, simply navigate to the Terminal option found under the Server Configuration
heading in WHM.

Once in the terminal session, open the MySQL configuration file up with your favorite text
editor (nano, vi, etc.). For cPanel servers, the location of the MySQL Configuration file is /etc//etc/
my.cnfmy.cnf and we will edit it by doing the following:
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Edit the sql_modesql_mode value within this file and remove any value it has. The result should be as
follows:

Restart the MySQL service. Since we are already logged into WHM, simply choose to restart the
MySQL service from the left-hand column:
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ImportingImporting
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Manually Adding a ClientManually Adding a Client
This guide shows how to manually add a client to WHMCS. For example if the client pre-dates
your use of the WHMCS software, or you wish to place an order on their behalf.

Navigate to Clients > Add New ClientClients > Add New Client

Fill out the clients details.

The minimum required fields are First & Last Name, Email Address & Password

Click the Add Client button.

For instructions manually adding services for the client, refer to the next chapter:
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